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, (distance set) .
$\mathbb{R}^{d}$ $d$ . $\mathbb{R}^{d}$ $X$ $A(X)=\{PQ$ :
$P’.Q\in X,$ $P\neq Q$} . , $PQ$ $P,$ $Q$ . $X$
$k$-distance set , $|A(X)|=k$ , $X$
$k$, .
, $P\in X\subset \mathbb{R}^{d}$ $(A(P)=)A_{X}(P)=\{PQ : Q\in X, P\neq Q\}$
$a(X)=m^{l}ax\{|A_{X}(P)| : P\in X\}8$ \S . $Xh^{\backslash }\backslash$ locally $k- distaIlt\int t^{1}$ s$:P\in X$ } et ,
$a(X)=k$ . ( , locally k-distance set , $P\in X$
$|A_{X}(P)|\leq k$ , .) ,
$|A(X)|\geq a(X)$ . , $k-$ ($1i_{\iota}\backslash \backslash t^{t}a11t:t^{s},$ set )cally k’-distance set $(^{\exists}k’\leq k)$
. , locally $k- eli\llcorner\backslash \backslash taI\downarrow c:e!$ set k’-distance set $(k’>k)$
. locally k-distance set proper locally k-distance set
. 8 $X_{1}$ , 4-distance set locally $3$-distance set
. proper 3-distance set .
, $k=2$ . , 2-distance
set locally 2-distance set .
$X$ l-distance set locally l-distance set
, 2-distance set locally 2-distance set . ,
locally 2-distance set 2-distance set ?
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$X_{1}$
Example 1, Example 2 proper locally 2-distance set ( )
.
Example 1. $d$ , $\mathbb{R}^{d}$ locally 2-distance set 3-distance set
( ) .
$\mathbb{R}^{d}$ regular simplex , $O$ $V_{d}$ . $P\in V_{d}$
$PO$ $Q$ , $V_{d}\cup\{Q\}$ locally 2-distance set
3-distance set .
locally 2-distance set ( ) k-distance set , $k$
? , $k$ .
Example 2. locally 2-distance set k-distance set ( $k$ ) .
( $k=5$ )
$X_{2}=\{P_{1}^{+}, P_{1}^{-}, P_{2}^{+}, \ldots, P_{4}^{-}\}\subset \mathbb{R}^{7}$ .
, $P_{1}^{\pm}=(\pm 1,0,0,0,0,0,0),$ $P_{2}^{\pm}=(0, \frac{1}{2}, \pm c_{2}30,0,0,0, ),$ $P_{3}^{\pm}=(0,0,0, \frac{1}{3}\pm_{3}L80,0)$ ,
$P_{4}^{\pm}=(0,0,0,0,0, \frac{1}{4}, \pm\frac{\sqrt{15}}{4})$ . .
$P_{1}^{+}P_{1}^{-}=2,$ $P_{2}^{+}P_{2}^{-}=\sqrt{3},$ $P_{3}^{+}P_{3}^{-}= \frac{4\sqrt{2}}{3},$ $P_{4}^{+}P_{4}^{-}= \frac{\sqrt{15}}{2}$ , $i\neq i$ $P_{i}^{\pm}P_{j}^{\pm}=\sqrt{2}$ .
$X_{2}$ locally 2-distance set 5-distance set .
locally 2-distance set 2-distance set
. locally 2-distance set 2-distance set
.
, , . , $\mathbb{R}^{d}$
$\frac{d(d+1)}{2}$ (locally) 2-distance set . ,
, locally 2-distance set . ,
, ,
.
Problem 1. , proper locally 2-distance set ?
distance set ,
. , locally 2-distance set ,




, $d$ $k$ , $\mathbb{R}^{d}$ (locally)
k-distance set , .
, $d,$ $k$ , $\mathbb{R}^{d}$ ( $S^{d-1}$ ) (locally) k-distance set
.
$\bullet$ $DS_{k}(d)$ $:= \max${ $|X|$ : $X$ is a k-distance set in $\mathbb{R}^{d}$ }
$\bullet$ $LDS_{k}(d):= \max${ $|X|$ : $X$ is a locally k-distance set in $\mathbb{R}^{d}$ }
$\bullet$ $DS_{k}^{*}(d)$ $:= \max${ $|X|$ : $X$ is a k-distance set in $S^{d-1}$ }
$\bullet$ $LDS_{k}^{*}(d):= \max${ $|X|$ : $X$ is a locally k-distance set in $S^{d-1}$ }
Remark 1. $d$ , $(^{d+1}2)$ 2-divtance set . $V_{d}$
$\mathbb{R}^{d}$ regular simplex , $\tilde{V}_{d}$ $:= t\frac{P+Q}{2}$ : $P,$ $Q\in V_{d},$ $P\neq Q$ } .
$\tilde{V}_{d}$ $(^{d+1}2)$ 2-distance set . $(^{d+1}2)\leq DS_{2}(d)\leq LDS_{2}(d)$
.
(locally) distance set maximum (locally) distance set





$DS_{k}(1)=k+1,$ $DS_{1}(d)=d+1$ . $d=1$
$k=1$ .
[6] locally distance set .
Proposition 2.
$LDS*k(d)\leq((d -1)+kk)+(^{(d-1)+k-1}k-1)$ ,
$LDS_{k}(d)\leq(\begin{array}{l}d+kk\end{array})+(\begin{array}{ll}d+k -1k -l\end{array})$ .
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, LDSk( , DSk( .
, . $k=1$ $DS_{1}(d)=$
$LDS_{1}(d)$ . $d=1$ , $LDS_{k}(1)=k+1$
. , $k=2$ , locally 2-distance set ,
distance set .
$d=2$ $k\leq 5$ , $k=2$ $d\leq 8$ .
( . ) $k\leq 5,$ $d\leq 7$
. ([2], [5], [9], [12], [13], [16], [17])
, O. Musing [15] , $DS_{2}^{*}(d)$ $d<40d\neq 23$
. ( , )
3 (*)-property
locally 2-distance set ,
.
Definition 3.1. $X$ locally 2-distance set . $X$ $Y$ (a), (b)
, $Y$ $(\star)$-property .
(a) $\exists_{\alpha,\beta}$ , $A_{X}(P)=\{\alpha, \beta\}(^{\forall}P\in Y)$ .
(b) $Y$ (a) $X$ .
Lemma 1. $X\subset \mathbb{R}^{d}$ locally $two- di_{9}tance$ set, $Y=\{P_{1}, P_{2}, \ldots P_{m}\}$ $X$
$(\star)- prop_{t^{J}},r\cdot ty$ . ,
$(a)Y$ $2- di\sigma\cdot\iota_{(l7l}$,ce set , $X\backslash Y$ locally k-distance set $(k\in\{1,2\})$ .
$(f_{J})$ $Q\in X\backslash Y$ , $Y\cup\{Q\}$ 2-distance set .
$(r.)X\backslash J’/\subset\{Q\in \mathbb{R}^{d} : P_{1}Q=P_{2}Q=\cdots=P_{rr\iota}Q\}(=:W)$ .
$((l)dim(W)=d-dim(Y)$ .
$(e)Y$ $\Leftrightarrow W\neq\emptyset$ .
locally 2-distance set , (a), (d)
$dim(Y)\geq 1$ , $X$ ( ) locally 2-distance set
, . Lemma
$Y$ .
Lemma 2. $(a)X\Uparrow X|\geq 4)$ locally 2-distance set .
$,$
$(\star)$-Property
$X$ $Y$ , $|Y|\geq 2$ . dirn $(Y)\geq 1$ .
$(b)X\Uparrow X|=n)$ 2-distance set . , $(\star)$ -property $X$
125
$Y$ f $|Y|\geq n-d$ .
4
4.1 locally 2-distance set
Theorem 1. $X\subset \mathbb{R}^{d}$ proper locally 2-distance set $|X|\geq 4$ . ,
$|X| \leq\max_{1\underline{<}:\leq\underline{d}1}\{DS_{2}^{l}(i)+LDS_{2}(d-i)\}=:f(d)$.
, $LDS_{d}(k)\leq ma\lambda\{f(d), DS_{2}(d)\}$ .
Proof. $(\star)$-Property $X$ $Y$ $i=dim(Y)$ . Lemma
2 (a) $1\leq i\leq d$ , Lemma 1 (d) $dim(X\backslash Y)\leq d-i$ .
$|X\backslash Y|\leq 1$ Lemma 1 (b) $X$ 2-distance set $|X\backslash Y|\geq 2$
. Lemma 1 (a), (e) $Y$ $S^{i-1}$ 2-distance set , $X\backslash Y$
$\mathbb{R}^{d-i}$ locally k-distance set $(k\in\{1,2\})$ . $1\leq i\leq d-1$ .
$|X|=|Y|+|X\backslash Y|\leq DS_{2}^{*}(i)+LDS_{2}(d-i)\leq f(d)$ . $\square$
Corollary 1. $(^{d+1}2)+3$ (resp. $(^{d+1}2)+2$) $\mathbb{R}^{d}$ (resp. $S^{d-1}$ )
locally 2-distance set 2-distance set . $LDS_{2}(d)\leq(^{d+2}2)$ .
4.2 maximum locally 2-distance set
2-distance set . Theorem 1
, locally 2-distance set
.
, .




Theorem 1 maximum locally 2-distance set ,
.
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Corollary 3. $d\leq 8(d, \not\in\{1,3,7\})$ , $\mathbb{R}^{d}$ maximum locally 2-distance
set 2-distance set . $d=3,7$ f ( ) 4
.
Problem 2. (i) $d(\neq 3)$ , $DS_{2}(d)=LDS_{2}(d)$ ?
(ii) maximuIn locally 2-distance set 2-distance set , ?





Definition 4.1. $S^{d-1}$ (resp. $\mathbb{R}^{d}$ ) 2-distance set $X$ $|X|=T_{d}$ (resp. $|X|=(^{d+2}2)$ )
tight .
tight spherical 4-design tight spherical 2-distance set (tight spherical 5-design)
.
Remark 3.
$\bullet$ $X$ $S^{d-1}$ tight 2-distance set $\Leftrightarrow X$ $S^{d-1}$ tight spherical 4-design.
$\bullet$ $S^{d-1}$ tight 5-design $\Leftrightarrow S^{d-2}$ tight 4-design .
$S^{d-1}$ tight spherical 4-design $d=2,6,22$ .
tight spherical 4-design $d$ ( -Damerell, -
-Venkov). , ( ) spherical tight 4-design
.
4.4 $DS_{2}(d)<LDS_{2}(d)$
, $0$ . Musin , 2-distance set
, . .
Proposition 3. (Musin, 2008) $X$ $S^{d-1}(1)$ 2-dist’ance set $A(X)=\{a, b\}$
. $a^{2}+b^{2}\leq 4$ , $|X| \leq\frac{d(d+1)}{2}=T_{d}-d$ .
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$A’(X)=\{<x, y>:x, y\in X, x\neq y\}=\{\alpha, \beta\}$ , $a^{2}+b^{2}\leq 4$ $\alpha+\beta\geq 0$
. $X$ , .
, 2-distance set $X$ ,
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ , .
Theorem 2. $(a)DS_{2}^{*}(d)<LDS_{2}^{*}(d)$ , $S^{d-2}$ tight 2-distance set
. , locally 2-distance set $S^{d-1}$ tight spherical 5-design
.
$(b)DS_{2}(d)<LDS_{2}(d)$ , $S^{d-2}$ tight two-distance set .
Remark 4. , (b) .
$(b’)DS_{2}(d)<LDS_{2}(d)$ , (i), (ii) .
(i) $S^{d-2}$ tight 2-distance set .
(i1) $S^{d-2}(1)$ T $1^{-1}$ tight 2-distance set $A(X)=\{1, \tau_{3}^{2}\}$
.






, $S^{d-2}$ tight spherical 4-design .
, tight spherical 4-design ,
. , $d$ $DS_{2}^{*}(d)=LDS_{2}^{*}(d)$
$(DS_{2}(d)=LDS_{2}(d))$ , tight spherical 4-design
, (
).
2-distance set , $k=3$ , $k$
, $distatlt\cdot,t^{\backslash }$, set ,
. 2-distance sct
, . 2-distance set
3 isosceles set . (isosceles set
, )
2-distance set , Larman-
Rogers-Seidel [14] .
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Proposition 4. $X$ $\mathbb{R}^{d}$ 2-distance set . $|X|>2d+3$ f $m$,
$(m \leq\frac{1}{2}+\sqrt{\frac{m}{2}})$ , $\sqrt{m}$ : $\sqrt{m-1}$ .
$k=3$ , Proposition 4
( ), . , 3-distance
set , $a,$ $b$ , $\sqrt{a}$ : $\sqrt{b-1}$ : $\sqrt{b}$
.
$\mathbb{R}^{3}$ 3-distance set , ( [18]),
Theorem 3. $3$ -distance set 12 ,
12 . $DS_{3}(3)=12$ .
.
Problem 3. locally 3-distance set 12
, 12 ? $LDS_{3}(3)=12$ ?
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